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About Pew Research Center  

Pew Research Center is a nonpartisan fact tank that informs the public about the issues, attitudes 

and trends shaping America and the world. It does not take policy positions. It conducts public 

opinion polling, demographic research, content analysis and other data-driven social science 

research. The Center studies U.S. politics and policy; journalism and media; internet, science and 

technology; religion and public life; Hispanic trends; global attitudes and trends; and U.S. social 

and demographic trends. All of the Center’s reports are available at www.pewresearch.org. Pew 

Research Center is a subsidiary of The Pew Charitable Trusts, its primary funder.  
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Most commercial sites, from social media platforms to news outlets to online retailers, collect a 

wide variety of data about their users’ behaviors. Platforms use this data to deliver content and 

recommendations based on users’ interests and traits, and to allow advertisers to target ads to 

relatively precise segments of the public. But how well do Americans understand these algorithm-

driven classification systems, and how much do they think their lives line up with what gets 

reported about them? As a window into this hard-to-study phenomenon, a new Pew Research 

Center survey asked a representative sample of users of the nation’s most popular social media 

platform, Facebook, to reflect on the data that had been collected about them. (See more about 

why we study Facebook in the box below.)  

Facebook makes it relatively easy for users to 

find out how the site’s algorithm has 

categorized their interests via a “Your ad 

preferences” page.1 Overall, however, 74% of 

Facebook users say they did not know that this 

list of their traits and interests existed until they 

were directed to their page as part of this study.  

When directed to the “ad preferences” page, the 

large majority of Facebook users (88%) found 

that the site had generated some material for 

them. A majority of users (59%) say these 

categories reflect their real-life interests, while 

27% say they are not very or not at all accurate 

in describing them. And once shown how the 

platform classifies their interests, roughly half 

of Facebook users (51%) say they are not 

comfortable that the company created such a list. 

                                                        
1 The linked page can only be viewed by those with Facebook accounts. 

Many Facebook users say they do not 

know the platform classifies their 

interests, and roughly half are not 

comfortable with being categorized 

% of U.S. adult Facebook users who say ___ after being 

directed to view their Facebook ‘ad preferences’ page 

 

Source: Survey of Facebook users conducted Sept. 4-Oct. 1, 2018. 

“Facebook Algorithms and Personal Data” 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER 

https://www.facebook.com/business/ads/ad-targeting?ref=ens_rdr
https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen%20-%20_%3D_#_=_
https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen%20-%20_%3D_#_=_
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The survey also asked targeted questions about two of the specific listings that are part of 

Facebook’s classification system: users’ political leanings, and their racial and ethnic “affinities.”  

In both cases, more Facebook users say the site’s categorization of them is accurate than say it is 

inaccurate. At the same time, the findings show that portions of users think Facebook’s listings for 

them are not on the mark.  

When it comes to politics, about half of Facebook users (51%) are assigned a political “affinity” by 

the site. Among those who are assigned a political category by the site, 73% say the platform’s 

categorization of their politics is very or somewhat accurate, while 27% say it describes them not 

very or not at all accurately. Put differently, 37% of Facebook users are both assigned a political 

affinity and say that affinity describes them well, while 14% are both assigned a category and say it 

does not represent them accurately.  

For some users, Facebook also lists a category called “multicultural affinity.” According to third-

party online courses about how to target ads on Facebook, this listing is meant to designate a 

user’s “affinity” with various racial and ethnic groups, rather than assign them to groups reflecting 

their actual race or ethnic background. Only about a fifth of Facebook users (21%) say they are 

listed as having a “multicultural affinity.” Overall, 60% of users who are assigned a multicultural 

affinity category say they do in fact have a very or somewhat strong affinity for the group to which 

they are assigned, while 37% say their affinity for that group is not particularly strong. Some 57% 

of those who are assigned to this category say they do in fact consider themselves to be a member 

of the racial or ethnic group to which Facebook assigned them.  

These are among the findings from a survey of a nationally representative sample of 963 U.S. 

Facebook users ages 18 and older conducted Sept. 4 to Oct. 1, 2018, on GfK’s KnowledgePanel.  

  

https://quizlet.com/307859223/facebook-310-101-targeting-core-audiences-flash-cards/
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A second survey of a representative sample of 

all U.S. adults who use social media – including 

Facebook and other platforms like Twitter and 

Instagram – using Pew Research Center’s 

American Trends Panel gives broader context to 

the insights from the Facebook-specific study.  

This second survey, conducted May 29 to June 

11, 2018, reveals that social media users 

generally believe it would be relatively easy for 

the platforms they use to determine key traits 

about them based on the data they have 

amassed about their behaviors. Majorities of 

social media users say it would be very or 

somewhat easy for these platforms to determine 

their race or ethnicity (84%), their hobbies and 

interests (79%), their political affiliation (71%) 

or their religious beliefs (65%). Some 28% of social media users believe it would be difficult for 

these platforms to figure out their political views, nearly matching the share of Facebook users 

who are assigned a political listing but believe that listing is not very or not at all accurately. 

Social media users say it is easy for 

sites to identify their race and interests 

% of U.S. adult social media users who say it would be 

__ for social media sites to figure out their … 

 

 

Note: Respondents who did not give an answer are not shown. 

Source: Survey conducted May 29-June 11, 2018. 

“Facebook Algorithms and Personal Data”  
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Why we study Facebook 

Pew Research Center chose to study Facebook for this research on public attitudes about digital tracking 

systems and algorithms for a number of reasons. For one, the platform is used by a considerably bigger 

number of Americans than other popular social media platforms like Twitter and Instagram. Indeed, its 

global user base is bigger than the population of many countries. Facebook is the third most trafficked 

website in the world and fourth most in the United States. Along with Google, Facebook dominates the 

digital advertising market, and the firm itself elaborately documents how advertisers can micro-target 

audience segments. In addition, the Center’s studies have shown that Facebook holds a special and 

meaningful place in the social and civic universe of its users.  

The company allows users to view at least a partial compilation of how it classifies them on the page called 

“Your ad preferences.” It is relatively simple to find this page, which allows researchers to direct Facebook 

users to their preferences page and ask them about what they see.  

Users can find their own preferences page by following the directions in the Methodology section of this 

report. They can opt out of being categorized this way for ad targeting, but they will still get other kinds of 

less-targeted ads on Facebook. 

http://www.pewresearch.org/2018/03/26/the-american-trends-panel-survey-methodology-wave-29/
http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheet/social-media/
http://www.pewinternet.org/2018/03/01/social-media-use-in-2018/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/264810/number-of-monthly-active-facebook-users-worldwide/
https://www.alexa.com/topsites
https://www.alexa.com/topsites/countries/US
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2018/07/19/advertising-statistics
https://adage.com/article/digital/privacy-concerns-facebook-ad-sales-hits-11-8-billion/313271/
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-reach-existing-customers?ref=sem_smb&utm_source=GOOGLE&utm_medium=fbsmbsem&utm_campaign=G_S_Beta_CustomAudience_Brand_US_EN&kenid=9738b942-5d9b-425e-8d9a-e699c7f82958&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7Pr924jX3wIVRr7ACh3ncA17EAAYASAAEgLl6vD_BwE
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/10/25/the-political-environment-on-social-media/
http://www.journalism.org/2018/09/10/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2018/
https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen#_=_
https://globalnews.ca/news/4110311/how-to-stop-targeted-ads-facebook-google-browser/
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/facebook-turn-off-ad-targeting
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Most Facebook users say they are assigned categories on their ad preferences page 

A substantial share of websites and apps track how people use digital services, and they use that 

data to deliver services, content or advertising targeted to those with specific interests or traits. 

Typically, the precise workings of the proprietary algorithms that perform these analyses are 

unknowable outside the companies who use them. At the same time, it is clear the process of 

algorithmically assessing users and their interests involves a lot of informed guesswork about the 

meaning of a user’s activities and how those activities add up to elements of a user’s identity.  

Facebook, the most prominent social network in the world, analyzes scores of different dimensions 

of its users’ lives that advertisers are then invited to target. The company allows users to view at 

least a partial compilation of how it classifies them on the page called “Your ad preferences.” The 

page, which is different for each user, displays several types of personal information about the 

individual user, including “your categories” – a list of a user’s purported interests crafted by 

Facebook’s algorithm. The categorization system takes into account data provided by users to the 

site and their engagement with content on the site, such as the material they have posted, liked, 

commented on and shared.  

These categories might also include insights Facebook has gathered from a user’s online behavior 

outside of the Facebook platform. Millions of companies and organizations around the world have 

activated the Facebook pixel on their websites. The Facebook pixel records the activity of Facebook 

users on these websites and passes this data back to Facebook. This information then allows the 

companies and organizations who have activated the pixel to better target advertising to their 

website users who also use the Facebook platform. Beyond that, Facebook has a tool allowing 

advertisers to link offline conversions and purchases to users – that is, track the offline activity of 

users after they saw or clicked on a Facebook ad – and find audiences similar to people who have 

converted offline. (Users can opt out of having their information used by this targeting feature.) 

Overall, the array of information can cover users’ demographics, social networks and 

relationships, political leanings, life events, food preferences, hobbies, entertainment interests and 

the digital devices they use. Advertisers can select from these categories to target groups of users 

for their messages. The existence of this material on the Facebook profile for each user allows 

researchers to work with Facebook users to explore their own digital portrait as constructed by 

Facebook.  

The Center’s representative sample of American Facebook users finds that 88% say they are 

assigned categories in this system, while 11% say that after they are directed to their ad preferences 

page they get a message saying, “You have no behaviors.”    

https://trackingexcavator.cs.washington.edu/InternetJonesAndTheRaidersOfTheLostTrackers.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2016/08/19/98-personal-data-points-that-facebook-uses-to-target-ads-to-you/?utm_term=.59f02127cce9
https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen#_=_
https://theoutline.com/post/4578/facebook-is-tracking-you-on-over-8-million-websites?zd=2&zi=ixbvyntp
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-pixel
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1142103235885551
https://www.facebook.com/business/products/ads/ad-targeting
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Some six-in-ten Facebook users report their 

preferences page lists either 10 to 20 (27%) 

or 21 or more (33%) categories for them, 

while 27% note their list contains fewer than 

10 categories. 

Those who are heavier users of Facebook and 

those who have used the site the longest are 

more likely to be listed in a larger number of 

personal interest categories. Some 40% of 

those who use the platform multiple times a 

day are listed in 21 or more categories, 

compared with 16% of those who are less-

than-daily users. Similarly, those who have 

been using Facebook for 10 years or longer 

are more than twice as likely as those with 

less than five years of experience to be listed 

in 21 or more categories (48% vs. 22%).   

  

A majority of Facebook users have 10 or 

more categories listed on their ad 

preferences page 

% of U.S. adult Facebook users with ___ categories listed 

on their ‘ad preferences’ page 

 

Source: Survey of Facebook users conducted Sept. 4-Oct. 1, 2018. 

“Facebook Algorithms and Personal Data”   

PEW RESEARCH CENTER 
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74% of Facebook users say 

they did not know about the 

platform’s list of their 

interests  

About three-quarters of 

Facebook users (74%) say they 

did not know this list of 

categories existed on Facebook 

before being directed to the 

page in the Center’s survey, 

while 12% say they were aware 

of it.2 Put differently, 84% of 

those who reported that 

Facebook had categorized their 

interests did not know about it 

until they were directed to their 

ad preferences page.  

When asked how accurately 

they feel the list represents 

them and their interests, 59% 

of Facebook users say the list 

very (13%) or somewhat (46%) 

accurately reflects their 

interests. Meanwhile, 27% of 

Facebook users say the list not 

very (22%) or not at all 

accurately (5%) represents 

them.  

  

                                                        
2 The Facebook users who said they had no listed categories were not asked this question or the other questions in this survey that 

specifically involve category listings. 

Most Facebook users do not know the platform lists 

their interests for advertisers, and half are not 

comfortable with these lists 

 

 

Note: Numbers may not add to 100% because of rounding.  

Source: Survey of U.S. adult Facebook users conducted Sept. 4-Oct. 1, 2018. 

“Facebook Algorithms and Personal Data” 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER 
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Yet even with a majority of users 

noting that Facebook at least 

somewhat accurately assesses their 

interests, about half of users (51%) 

say they are not very or not at all 

comfortable with Facebook 

creating this list about their 

interests and traits. This means 

that 58% of those whom Facebook 

categorizes are not generally 

comfortable with that process. 

Conversely, 5% of Facebook users 

say they are very comfortable with 

the company creating this list and 

another 31% declare they are 

somewhat comfortable.  

There is clear interplay between 

users’ comfort with the Facebook 

traits-assignment process and the 

accuracy they attribute to the 

process. About three-quarters of 

those who feel the listings for them 

are not very or not at all accurate (78%) say they are uncomfortable with lists being created about 

them, compared with 48% of those who feel their listing is accurate.  

Facebook’s political and ‘racial affinity’ labels do not always match users’ views  

It is relatively common for Facebook to assign political labels to its users. Roughly half (51%) of 

those in this survey are given such a label. Those assigned a political label are roughly equally 

divided between those classified as liberal or very liberal (34%), conservative or very conservative 

(35%) and moderate (29%).  

Among those who are assigned a label on their political views, close to three-quarters (73%) say 

the listing very accurately or somewhat accurately describes their views. Meanwhile, 27% of those 

given political classifications by Facebook say that label is not very or not at all accurate.  

Some Facebook users do not agree with the political 

label the platform assigns them 

% of Facebook users who say they are ___ when directed to visit their ‘ad 

preferences’ page 

 

 

Note: Numbers may not add to 100% because of rounding.  

Source: Survey of U.S. adult Facebook users conducted Sept. 4-Oct. 1, 2018. 

“Facebook Algorithms and Personal Data” 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER 
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There is some variance between what users say about their political ideology and what Facebook 

attributes to them.3 Specifically, self-described moderate Facebook users are more likely than 

others to say they are not classified accurately. Among those assigned a political category, some 

20% of self-described liberals and 25% of those who describe themselves as conservative say they 

are not described well by the labels Facebook assigns to them. But that share rises to 36% among 

self-described moderates. 

In addition to categorizing users’ political views, Facebook’s algorithm assigns some users to 

groups by “multicultural affinity,” which the firm says it assigns to people whose Facebook activity 

“aligns with” certain cultures. About one-in-five Facebook users (21%) say they are assigned such 

an affinity.  

The use of multicultural affinity as a tool for advertisers to exclude certain groups has created 

controversies. Following pressure from Congress and investigations by ProPublica, Facebook 

signed an agreement in July 2018 with the Washington State Attorney General saying it would no 

longer let advertisers unlawfully exclude users by race, religion, sexual orientation and other 

protected classes. 

In this survey, 43% of those given an affinity designation are said by Facebook’s algorithm to have 

an interest in African American culture, and the same share (43%) is assigned an affinity with 

Hispanic culture. One-in-ten are assigned an affinity with Asian American culture. Facebook’s 

detailed targeting tool for ads does not offer affinity classifications for any other cultures in the 

U.S., including Caucasian or white culture.  

Of those assigned a multicultural affinity, 60% say they have a “very” or “somewhat” strong affinity 

for the group they were assigned, compared with 37% who say they do not have a strong affinity or 

interest.4 And 57% of those assigned a group say they consider themselves to be a member of that 

group, while 39% say they are not members of that group.  

  

                                                        
3 For Facebook and advertisers, the actual label may be less important than how people are grouped. Specifically, a person may not label 

themselves a “liberal,” but their interests and activities might resemble those of other users who are self-described liberals. The common goal 

for advertisers is to target users based on their likely interests, regardless of what they might call themselves.  
4 When survey respondents said they were assigned more than one multicultural affinity, they were asked their interest and membership in a 

random selection of one of those groups.  

https://robinkelly.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/rep-robin-kelly-leads-letter-objecting-to-facebook-s-ethnic-affinity
https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-advertising-discrimination-housing-race-sex-national-origin
https://www.theverge.com/2018/7/24/17609178/facebook-racial-dicrimination-ad-targeting-washington-state-attorney-general-agreement
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-reporting-ads-manager
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Methodology  

The analysis in this report is based on a nationally representative survey conducted from Sept. 4 to 

Oct. 1, 2018, among a sample of 963 U.S. adults ages 18 years and older who have a Facebook 

account. The margin of error for the full sample is plus or minus 3.4 percentage points.  

The survey was conducted by the GfK Group in English and Spanish using KnowledgePanel, its 

nationally representative online research panel. KnowledgePanel members are recruited through 

probability sampling methods and include those with internet access and those who did not have 

internet access at the time of their recruitment (KnowledgePanel provides internet access for those 

who do not have it, and if needed, a device to access the internet when they join the panel). A 

combination of random-digit dialing (RDD) and address-based sampling (ABS) methodologies 

have been used to recruit panel members (in 2009 KnowledgePanel switched its sampling 

methodology for recruiting members from RDD to ABS).  

KnowledgePanel continually recruits new panel members throughout the year to offset panel 

attrition as people leave the panel. All active members of the GfK panel with an active Facebook 

account were eligible for inclusion in this study. In all, 1,419 panelists were invited to take part in 

the survey. All sampled members received an initial email to notify them of the survey and 

provided a link to the survey questionnaire. Additional follow-up reminders were sent to those 

who had not responded as needed. In total, 1,040 people completed the survey. Of those, 963 cases 

were determined to be valid and included in the final analyses. The other 77 cases were excluded 

due to evidence of speeding through the survey or because the respondent was not able to log in to 

Facebook or find the right page. 

To complete the survey, respondents were asked to log in to their Facebook account and navigate 

to the page containing their Facebook ad categories. The survey then asked them to answer a 

series of questions about the contents of that page. All findings in this study are based on these 

self-reported results – the Center did not gain access to users’ Facebook accounts or collect any 

additional data (whether passively or otherwise) about users’ Facebook accounts beyond what was 

self-reported in the survey. 

The process for finding the page of categories that Facebook has developed about a given user may 

differ depending on the device being used to access Facebook.  

https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen
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Respondents completing the survey on a laptop or desktop computer we instructed to follow 

these steps: 

1. Log on to your Facebook.com account. 

2. On upper right side of the screen click on the upside-down black triangle. You will get a 

dropdown menu. Click on “Settings” near the bottom of the menu.  

3. On the “General Account Settings” page, click on “ads” on the lower part of the left 

column.  

4. This should put you on a page called “Your ad preferences.” Click on the tab of this page 

called “Your information.” 

5. You will see two choices right under “Your information,” one that says “About you” and 

one that says “Your categories.” Click on “Your categories.” 

6. Once you select “your categories,” you should see one of two options:  

a. A list of boxes with information about your hometown, birthday, interests, etc.  

You might need to select “see more” to see all the categories on your list 

b. A message that says you do not have any “behaviors” listed. (This will likely 

appear if you have previously changed your privacy settings to prevent Facebook 

from collecting certain information.) 

Respondents completing the survey on a mobile device were instructed to follow these steps: 

1. Open the Facebook app and sign in or open a web browser and navigate to Facebook.com 

and log in. 

2. Near the top or bottom of your screen (depending on your device), you will see three 

horizontal lines. Click those lines. 

3. On the next screen, scroll down and select “settings.” 

4. On the next screen, scroll down and select “ad preferences.” 

5. On the next screen, select the option that reads “your information.” 

6. Select the option that reads “Review and Manage your Categories.” 

7. You should see a screen with one of two options:  

a. A list of boxes with information about your hometown, birthday, interests, etc.  

You might need to select “see more” to see all the categories on your list. 

b. A message that says you do not have any “behaviors” listed. (This will likely 

appear if you have previously changed your privacy settings to prevent Facebook 

from collecting certain information.)  

The final sample of 963 adults was weighted using an iterative technique that matches gender, age, 

race, Hispanic origin, education, region, household income, home ownership status and 
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metropolitan area to the parameters of the Census Bureau’s March 2018 Current Population 

Survey (CPS) Supplement Data. This weight is multiplied by an initial sampling or base weight 

that corrects for differences in the probability of selection of various segments of GfK’s sample and 

by a panel weight that adjusts for any biases due to nonresponse and noncoverage at the panel 

recruitment stage (using all of the parameters described above).  

Sampling errors and statistical tests of significance take into account the effect of weighting at 

each of these stages.  

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and practical 

difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of opinion polls. 

The American Trends Panel (ATP), created by Pew Research Center, is a nationally representative 

panel of randomly selected U.S. adults recruited from landline and cellphone random-digit-dial 

(RDD) surveys. Panelists participate via monthly self-administered web surveys. Panelists who do 

not have internet access are provided with a tablet and wireless internet connection. The panel is 

being managed by GfK. 

Data in this report are drawn from the panel wave conducted May 29-June 11, 2018, among 4,594 

respondents. The margin of sampling error for the full sample of 4,594 respondents is plus or 

minus 2.4 percentage points.  

Members of the American Trends Panel were recruited from several large, national landline and 

cellphone RDD surveys conducted in English and Spanish. At the end of each survey, respondents 

were invited to join the panel. The first group of panelists was recruited from the 2014 Political 

Polarization and Typology Survey, conducted Jan. 23 to March 16, 2014. Of the 10,013 adults 

interviewed, 9,809 were invited to take part in the panel and a total of 5,338 agreed to participate.5 

The second group of panelists was recruited from the 2015 Pew Research Center Survey on 

Government, conducted Aug. 27 to Oct. 4, 2015. Of the 6,004 adults interviewed, all were invited 

to join the panel, and 2,976 agreed to participate.6 The third group of panelists was recruited from 

                                                        
5 When data collection for the 2014 Political Polarization and Typology Survey began, non-internet users were subsampled at a rate of 25%, 

but a decision was made shortly thereafter to invite all non-internet users to join. In total, 83% of non-internet users were invited to join the 

panel. 
6 Respondents to the 2014 Political Polarization and Typology Survey who indicated that they are internet users but refused to provide an 

email address were initially permitted to participate in the American Trends Panel by mail, but were no longer permitted to join the panel after 

Feb. 6, 2014. Internet users from the 2015 Pew Research Center Survey on Government who refused to provide an email address were not 

permitted to join the panel. 
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a survey conducted April 25 to June 4, 2017. Of the 5,012 adults interviewed in the survey or 

pretest, 3,905 were invited to take part in the panel and a total of 1,628 agreed to participate.7 

The ATP data were weighted in a multistep process that begins with a base weight incorporating 

the respondents’ original survey selection probability and the fact that in 2014 some panelists were 

subsampled for invitation to the panel. Next, an adjustment was made for the fact that the 

propensity to join the panel and remain an active panelist varied across different groups in the 

sample. The final step in the weighting uses an iterative technique that aligns the sample to 

population benchmarks on a number of dimensions. Gender, age, education, race, Hispanic origin 

and region parameters come from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2016 American Community Survey. 

The county-level population density parameter (deciles) comes from the 2010 U.S. decennial 

census. The telephone service benchmark comes from the July-December 2016 National Health 

Interview Survey and is projected to 2017. The volunteerism benchmark comes from the 2015 

Current Population Survey Volunteer Supplement. The party affiliation benchmark is the average 

of the three most recent Pew Research Center general public telephone surveys. The internet 

access benchmark comes from the 2017 ATP Panel Refresh Survey. Respondents who did not 

previously have internet access are treated as not having internet access for weighting purposes. 

Sampling errors and statistical tests of significance take into account the effect of weighting. 

Interviews are conducted in both English and Spanish, but the Hispanic sample in the ATP is 

predominantly native born and English speaking.  

In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question wording and practical 

difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the findings of opinion polls. 

The May 2018 wave had a response rate of 84% (4,594 responses among 5,486 individuals in the 

panel). Taking account of the combined, weighted response rate for the recruitment surveys 

(10.0%) and attrition from panel members who were removed at their request or for inactivity, the 

cumulative response rate for the wave is 2.4%.8 

Pew Research Center is a nonprofit, tax-exempt 501(c)(3) organization and a subsidiary of The 

Pew Charitable Trusts, its primary funder. 

© Pew Research Center, 2019  

                                                        
7 White, non-Hispanic college graduates were subsampled at a rate of 50%.  
8 Approximately once per year, panelists who have not participated in multiple consecutive waves are removed from the panel. These cases 

are counted in the denominator of cumulative response rates. 
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Topline questionnaire: Facebook user survey 

2018 PEW RESEARCH CENTER’S FACEOOK USER SURVEY – GfK KNOWLEDGE PANEL  

FINAL TOPLINE 
  SEPT. 4 – OCT. 1, 2018 

                 TOTAL N=963 

FaceB1 Do you have an active Facebook account? 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 100 Yes 

 0 No 

 0 Don’t know/Refused 

 

SNSFR  About how often do you use or visit Facebook? 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 56 Several times a day 

 25 About once a day 

 19 Less often 

 <1 Refused 

 

FaceB2 About how long have you had a Facebook account? 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 2 1 year or less 

 19 More than 1 year, but less than 5 years 

 59 5 to 10 years 

 19 More than 10 years 

 1 Refused 

 

FB5   In the past year, have you done any of the following things? 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

 Yes No Refused 

Adjusted your Facebook privacy settings 61 38 <1 

Downloaded all the personal data 
Facebook has collected about 

you 10 90 <1 
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COLLECT1 When you look at the Facebook page of “Your categories,” please check what you see: 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 88 A list of boxes with categories 

 11 A message that says you have no behaviors 

 1 Refused 

 

COLLECT3  How many categories are listed for you? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) [N=850] 

% 30 Less than 10 categories 

 31 10 to 20 categories 

 38 21 or more categories 

 1 Refused 

 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 27 Less than 10 categories 

 27 10 to 20 categories 

 33 21 or more categories 

 2 Refused 

 11 Not assigned any categories 

 

COLLECT4  Prior to taking this survey, did you know this list of categories existed on Facebook? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) [N=850] 

% 14 Yes 

 84 No 

 2 Refused 

 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 12 Yes 

 74 No 

 2 Refused 

 11 Not assigned any categories 
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COLLECT5  Looking at ALL the categories Facebook has listed for you on this page of your supposed 
interests, how accurately do you feel this list actually represents you and your interests? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) [N=850] 

% 15 Very accurately 

 52 Somewhat accurately 

 25 Not very accurately 

 6 Not accurately at all 

 2 Refused 

   

 67 NET accurate 

 31 NET Not accurate 

 

 Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 59 NET accurate 

 27 NET Not accurate 

 3 Refused 

 11 Not assigned any categories 

 

COLLECT6  How comfortable are you with Facebook creating this list of categories about you? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) [N=850] 

% 6 Very comfortable 

 36 Somewhat comfortable 

 41 Not very comfortable 

 17 Not comfortable at all 

 1 Refused 

   

 41 NET comfortable 

 58 NET not comfortable 

 

 Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 36 NET comfortable 

 51 NET Not comfortable 

 1 Refused 

 11 Not assigned any categories 
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COLLECT7  We are interested in some of the specific categories Facebook might have listed for you. 
Is there a category listed that begins with “US politics”? 

Based on all Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) [N=850] 

% 58 Yes 

 42 No 

 <1 Don’t know/Refused 

 

 Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 51 Yes 

 37 No 

 1 Refused 

 11 Not assigned any categories 

 

COLLECT8  Which of the following categories are listed for you? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) and also assigned a 
political category (COLLECT7=1) [N=492] 

% 15 US politics (Very liberal) 

 20 US politics (Liberal) 

 29 US politics (Moderate) 

 20 US politics (Conservative) 

 14 US politics (Very conservative) 

 2 Something else [TEXT BOX] 

 1 Refused 

   

 34 NET liberal 

 29 NET moderate 

 35 NET Conservative 

 

COLLECT9  How accurately, if at all, do you feel the category or categories listed describe your 
political views? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) and also assigned a 

political category (COLLECT7=1) [N=492] 

% 31 Very accurately 

 42 Somewhat accurately 

 18 Not very accurately 

 9 Not accurately at all 

 <1 Refused 

   

 73 NET accurate 

 27 NET Not accurate 
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Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 37 NET accurate 

 14 NET Not accurate 

 1 Refused 

 49 Not assigned a political category (or broad list of categories) 

 

COLLECT10  Next, is there a category in “Your information” that begins with “Multicultural Affinity”? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) [N=850] 

% 24 Yes 

 75 No 

 <1 Refused 

          

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 21 Yes 

 66 No 

 1 Refused 

 11 Not assigned any categories 

 

COLLECT11  Which of the following categories are listed for you? (can select more than one) 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) and also assigned a 
“multicultural affinity” (COLLECT10=1) [N=184] [More than one selection allowed] 

% 43 African American (US) 

 21 Hispanic (US – All) 

 17 Hispanic (US – English dominant) 

 13 Hispanic (US – Spanish dominant) 

 12 Hispanic (US – Bilingual) 

 10 Asian American 

 7 Something else [TEXT BOX] 

 

COLLECT12  Whether or not you consider yourself a member of this multicultural group, [ANSWER  

FROM COLLECT11], how strong is your affinity or interest in the group Facebook lists here for you? 

Based on Facebook who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) and also assigned a 
“multicultural affinity” (COLLECT10=1) [N=184]. Users assigned more than one multicultural 
affinity were asked their interest and membership in a random selection of one of those groups. 

% 27 Very strong 

 33 Somewhat strong 

 27 Not very strong 

 10 Not strong at all 

 <1 Refused/missing 

   

 60 NET strong 

 37 NET not strong 
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Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 13 NET Strong 

 8 NET Not strong 

 <1 Refused 

 79 Not assigned a multicultural category (or broad list of categories) 

 

COLLECT13  Do you consider yourself a member of this multicultural race or ethnicity? 

Based on Facebook users who are assigned categories (COLLECT1=1) and also assigned a 

“multicultural affinity” (COLLECT10=1) [N=184]. Users assigned more than one multicultural 
affinity were asked their interest and membership in a random selection of one of those groups. 

% 57 Yes 

 39 No 

 1 Refused/missing 

 

Based on all Facebook users [N=963] 

% 12 Yes 

 8 No 

 <1 Refused 

 79 Not assigned a multicultural category (or broad list of categories) 
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Topline questionnaire: General survey of social media users 

2018 PEW RESEARCH CENTER’S AMERICAN TRENDS PANEL  
WAVE 35 MAY 2018 

FINAL TOPLINE 
MAY 29 – JUNE 11, 2018 

TOTAL N=4,594 

ASK ALL: 

On a different subject… 

SNS Do you use any of the following social media sites? [RANDOMIZE WITH “OTHER” ALWAYS 
LAST] 

[Check all that apply]  

 

 Selected Not Selected No Answer 

a.    Facebook    

May 29- Jun 11, 2018 [N=4,594] 74 26 - 

b. Twitter   

May 29- Jun 11, 2018 [N=4,594] 21 79 - 

NO ITEMS C-D    

SNS CONTINUED…    

e.  Instagram    

May 29- Jun 11, 2018 [N=4,594] 34 66 - 

NO ITEMS F-G 
h.  YouTube   

May 29- Jun 11, 2018 [N=4,594] 68 32 - 

NO ITEM I 
j. Snapchat    

May 29- Jun 11, 2018 [N=4,594] 22 78 - 

NO ITEM K 
l.  Other    

May 29- Jun 11, 2018 [N=4,594] 10 90 - 

 

4,316 Social media user (SNSUSER=1) 

278 Not social media user (SNSUSER=0) 

 

ASK IF SOCIAL MEDIA USER (SNSUSER=1) [N=4,316]: 

SM4  Based on the data they have collected about you, how easy do you think it would be for 

  the social media sites you use to figure out… [RANDOMIZE] 

 
 

Very 
easy 

Somewhat 
easy 

Somewhat 
difficult 

Very 
difficult 

No 
Answer 
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a. Your hobbies and 
interests 

     

 May 29-Jun 11, 2018 45 35 14 6 1 

      

b. Your political affiliation      

 May 29-Jun 11, 2018 43 28 17 11 1 

      

c. Your religious beliefs      

 May 29-Jun 11, 2018 36 29 22 13 * 

      

d. Your race or ethnicity      

 May 29-Jun 11, 2018 56 27 11 5 1 

      

  


